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Abstract
Please provide a concise (250 word maximum) assessment of the main activities and achievements of the
implemented activity. Describe the activity, how it was executed, and how it relates to the take-up process.

A delegation from Belfast City Council in Northern Ireland carried out a study visit to
Ljubljana/Slovenia from 25 – 28 May 2015. The thematic focus of this study visit was ‘less car
intensive lifestyles’ and particularly improvement of the cycling infrastructure and increasing the
uptake of cycling and the city bike share scheme.
Bike-sharing systems can kick start a cycling culture in cities where cycling was previously a curiosity
or leisure activity. Such systems offer a new way to cycle in the city and encourage citizens to make
more use of their own bikes.
Currently the modal share for cycling in Northern Ireland is very low around 1%. There is a heavy
reliance on the private car for transport needs in NI and a history of under investment in the public
transport in Belfast and the wider region. Cycling is starting to increase in Belfast but there is poor
quality cycle infrastructure in the city.
Ljubljana is striving to improve conditions for all, pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users.
Ljubljana is well aware that this can only be achieved through a constructive dialogue with all
concerned, and a thorough understanding of citizens’ mobility needs.
One of the most important lessons from Ljubljana was that trend changing is an essential aspect of
becoming a sustainable, forward-thinking city. Strong leadership and how to manage opposition to
change are crucial in the process. Applying radical new ideas can be difficult to find broad
acceptance. Quick wins are important to keep people interested and engaged.
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Project description
Describe your activity in at least 1 page, indicating:
 Location(s);
 Date(s);
 Achieved objectives;
 Target audience;
 Participants;
 Dissemination efforts;
 Other relevant details on any workshops, study tour/site visits, awards.
Please report in a clear and understandable manner. Where applicable, provide quantified information. Please
use bullet points to report and highlight factual information. Any deviations from the work plan need to be
explained in detail.
Describe the activities carried out. What were the aims and objectives of the take-up activity? What were the
anticipated impacts of the measure? E.g. Knowledge gained.
Be as specific as possible: e.g. who gains which specific knowledge or benefits in another way.
Please mention especially all cooperation activities with pioneer cities and other cities, projects, and programs.
This section will serve as the publishable report to share your project with a wider CIVITAS audience.

A delegation from Belfast City Council in Northern Ireland carried out a study visit to
Ljubljana/Slovenia from 25 – 28 May 2015. The thematic focus of this study visit was ‘less car
intensive lifestyles’ and particularly improvement of the cycling infrastructure and increasing the
uptake of cycling and the city bike share scheme.
The objective was to gain knowledge from the CIVITAS pioneer city on the development of a
comprehensive cycling strategy and on how a successful public bike sharing system can be achieved.
The visiting partner, Belfast, was represented by two officers from the City Council who are both
involved in developing the public bike share scheme in Belfast and two Elected Members of the City
Council who are involved in championing cycling in Belfast. They met with a range of representatives
from Ljubljana, from the political level (Deputy Mayor), officers from the Council as well as
representatives from NGOs with whom the City is cooperating closely.
The programme consisted of a mix of different activities:


Presentations of the Ljubljana context



Presentations of the Belfast context



Overview of the Ljubljana transportation system



Discussions with all participants



Presentation on the Ljubljana Comprehensive Cycling Strategy



Presentation on the public bike share scheme, BICIKE



Tour of Ljubljana using the public bikes
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Concerning cycle strategies and bike-sharing Belfast is a ‘take-up’ city and has chosen Ljubljana based
on the similar size and other communalities as ‘pioneer’ city.
Ljubljana, the capital of the Republic of Slovenia, is perceived as a human scale city. With
approximately 280,000 residents living in 275 km2, it combines small-town friendliness and a relaxed
atmosphere with all the amenities of a modern capital. It has recently renewed pedestrian zones,
riverbanks, squares and bridges for pedestrians and cyclists.
Belfast, as the regional capital of Northern Ireland has with over 280,000 inhabitants almost the
same size than Ljubljana and other similar characteristics.

Throughout the world, it has been shown that bike-sharing systems can kick start a cycling culture in
cities where cycling was previously a curiosity or leisure activity. Such systems offer a new way to
cycle in the city and encourage citizens to make more use of their own bikes.
Currently the modal share for cycling in Northern Ireland is very low around 1%. There is a heavy
reliance on the private car for transport needs in NI and a history of under investment in the public
transport in Belfast and the wider region. Belfast public transport system is dependent on a Metro
city bus service and limited heavy rail system. Cycling is starting to increase in Belfast but we have
poor quality cycle infrastructure in the city.
The presentations of the representatives from Ljubljana have highlighted that the situation in
Ljubljana was very similar to Belfast not too long ago:
Before taking part in CIVITAS II and CIVITAS Plus projects, the quality of life in the city centre was
deteriorating as a result of the poor state of the public transport system and more and more private
cars in the city’s streets. Many efforts have been undertaken afterwards to alleviate this negative
trend. Positive changes are evident but Ljubljana has set an even more ambitious goal for the year
2020. Modal split of one third of walking and cycling, one third of public transport and only one third
of personal cars (now two thirds) should be reached then.
The city of Ljubljana is striving to improve conditions for all, pedestrians, cyclists and public transport
users. Ljubljana is well aware that this can only be achieved through a constructive dialogue with all
concerned, and a thorough understanding of citizens’ mobility needs. A giant leap forward in this
context has been made in the last few years, by an intensive dialogue with stakeholders and citizens.
As part of CIVITAS ELAN, Ljubljana implemented 17 measures to tackle congestion and reduce the
share of journeys made by car in favour of sustainable modes of transport. As Belfast has the same
objectives, the delegates from Northern Ireland were particularly interested in these achievements
and how the comprehensive cycling strategy supported this.
The main objectives of the cycling strategy were to:


Set the city’s vision on cycling
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Develop a local cycling partnership/platform



Improve safety, accessibility and priority measures for cycling



Implement an effective outreach campaign for safe cycling



Develop an interactive city cycling map



Employ a cycling coordinator



Increase number of journeys by bicycle by more than 20%



Enable citizens and stakeholders to provide their input to developing community mobility
services by comprehensive training

As part of a comprehensive plan to improve walking and urban cycling, Ljubljana has in the past few
years expanded pedestrian areas, reduced speed zones and one-way streets to 2.129 hectares
(2013). These efforts have been accompanied by more than 130 public awareness-raising events.
Ljubljana has been awarded the Green Capital of Europe 2016 as recognition of its achievements so
far.

Lessons learned from Ljubljana:


Trend changing is an essential aspect of becoming a sustainable, forward-thinking city.
Strong leadership and how to manage opposition to change are crucial in the process.
Applying radical new ideas can be difficult to find broad acceptance.



Ljubljana had a very short time span from vision to implementation – it is important to show
results immediately. Quick wins are important to keep people interested and engaged.



A successful public bike share scheme needs a high quality product, right positioning and
perfect communication.




Citizens engagement and public participation are of great Importance
How to manage opposition against the process is important. If you change radically traffic
situation you must convince the leaders. Applying radical methods can be difficult in a
democracy.
Most important is to change the habits of your citizens – start at an early age with schools
programme.
Pilot schemes are successful to introduce change.





The City of Ljubljana cooperates successfully with NGOs – they can lobby certain issues
stronger than the Council and can apply ‘positive pressure’ on the city administration. As a
result changes can be implemented a lot quicker.



An integrated Travel Smart card is important for a city.
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1 Outcomes
Please describe the delivered key output in quantifiable terms (e.g. number of surveys taken, number of promotional
campaigns, number of participants of study tour, workshops, etc.).
Overview of Deliverables:

Item

Description

Participants in the study tour

2 council officers and 2 elected members attended the study tour

Dissemination of the study visit to
Development

Department

& Outcomes from the study visit were disseminated internally within

Property and Projects Department in Belfast City Council
the Belfast City Council
Dissemination of the study visit at Thursday 18 June
public events



Lunch time film and talk at Place Belfast, 1pm-2pm
th

Friday 19 June


Bike to work coffee stop at City Hall, 7.30am-9.30am

Saturday 20 June
Bike week promotion events



Picollo Fondo Four led-rides for families and communities on
greenways and quiet roads.
th

Thursday 17 June –

Cycle

Active

City

Newcastle England



Coca-Cola Zero Belfast Bikes: Slow Bike Race



Photograph competition

conference
Presentation on the Belfast Bikes scheme to 70 delegates

th

25 June
Planned
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A Workshop is planned for September 2015 to disseminate the
information from the study tour to wider range of stakeholders and
Circulation of report and Workshop

local Civinet members

This group was set up by the Minister for Regional Development to
Dissemination of information to the
Cross Sectoral Cycling Group

bring together government departments which need to work together
to deliver the health, economic, social and environmental benefits of
Active Travel. The group meets quarterly and a report of the study visit
and lessons learnt will be presented at the next meeting.
Provide report to post to the CIVINET Linked In Group directly, at
https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=3299067.

CIVINET UK & Ireland

Provide report to disseminate information via:
-

Smartcard

a news item on the CIVINET web pages or CIVINET press release
an article in the next CIVINET newsletter,
on Twitter feed.

Lobby for Bike share to be incorporated into any future
introduction of smart card technology for travel in Belfast
st

Belfast Cycle Network

Consultation Day with DRD on the 21 August at City hall on the
new cycle routes planned for the city.

2 Evaluation
How did the work plan increase the take-up potential of the measure/topic in your city?
How do the activity and the outcomes fit into the scope of the European Commission’s Urban Mobility Package?

The work plan will increase the take-up potential of cycling in Belfast by implementing measures and
learning from each stage of the development of the Ljubljana comprehensive cycling strategy and
from the Bicike(LJ) public bike sharing system from a successful city ahead of us in this process.
The Council launched the Belfast Public Bike Share Scheme on the 27th April to encourage a less car
intensive lifestyle in the city. Following on from the lessons from the study visit the council has
carried out the following activity:
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Production of flyers to promote the Bike share scheme to residents and visitors which have
been distributed to local employers, hotels and venues.
An advertising billboard campaign was carried out in July during the Tall Ships event in the
city.
A number of presentations have been carried out in large offices to promote the scheme in
workplaces in the city centre.
Intensified involvement of Elected Members and other decision-makers.

As a result in the first 12 weeks of operation there have been over 50,000 rentals of the Belfast Bikes
and over 4,000 subscribers to the scheme which is 1.4% of the Belfast population.
The Bicike scheme also indicated that wider coverage of the scheme to service large attractors such
as university is important. The Council has now approval to carry out a quick expansion of the
scheme to service Queens University Belfast and the Titanic Quarter area. The university and Titanic
Foundation have also agreed to cover to the cost of installation as they recognised the importance of
developing docking stations close to their premises.
The Department for Regional Development is finalising the NI Bicycle Strategy and consultation of
the Cycling Network Plan for Belfast. For the implementation of the Bicycle Strategy for Northern
Ireland, the Council intends to carry out the following activities:
Work with elected members and key stakeholders to champion modal shift. From the study visit the
issue of trend changing was highlighted as an essential aspect of becoming a sustainable, forwardthinking city. The need for strong leadership and how to manage opposition to change are crucial in
the process.
The lessons learned from Ljubljana were not limited to the cycling strategy and the Public Bike Share:


Set yourself measurable targets (targets are supported by specific measures e.g.
40% increase of bike to work trips:
1- Connect primary and secondary bike routes
2- Remove unsafe design from the network
3- Add 500 bike stands per year for employees
4- Expand bike share program
5- Promote city cycling
6- Add 3 covered bicycle storage




Even if the conditions are not perfect, work on the improvements that are achievable
Importance of marketing and demand stimulation (in Ljubljana they used a ‘bike box’ to
market their public bike share scheme)
Use of social media to spread the message
Use of NGOs to let them ‘support you in your fight’ – they can be more radical than a Council
employee or other official
Use of temporary measures and pilot projects
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Take the traffic/car parking out in areas along the river
Clearly marked bicycle infrastructure

3 Issues arising
3.1 Drivers
Dissemination
Please enter information on drivers that have actually occurred and that have positively influenced the
implementation of the measure. What were the success factors? What worked well as an enabler for carrying out
the activity?

Influence policy development for cycling infrastructure
Feed in to the Cross Sectoral Cycling Steering Group – Set up by the Minister for Regional
Development
Dissemination during the Belfast Bike Week – Scheduled talk
Work with colleagues in DRD to support the planning and implementation of the new cycle routes
planned for the city. (Joint consultation Day 21st August at City hall)
Create a cycling culture in Belfast
The bike scheme is normalising cycling in Belfast
Targeted promotion of the Belfast Bikes scheme to potential users. So far we have over 4,000
members in the first three months of operation.
Comprehensive cyclist strategy for the city including a short term action plan
Action plan with clearly defined priorities, responsibilities, tasks and finances (at least 20 % of the city
budget for transport should be invested in cyclist infrastructure as well as a traditional and new
media supported promotion of cycling)
Assignment that the cycling in city is appreciated and respected
Cyclist infrastructure should be designed in a way that is demonstrating priority of cycling as a
transport mode–Cycling infrastructure should “embody” corporative identity of the city–Different
kind of cyclist events (“chill outs”, festivals, round-tables, concerts, expositions, cycling sport event
etc.) should be regularly carried out
Example role of the city representatives and officials
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Public officials have the highest share of cyclist in modal split to transport to work (above 30%)following the example of the City of Ghent a distinctive and quality bikes should be offered for
professional and private use to the city officials if they gave-up other financial claims for
compensations to transport to work

Public image and corporative identity
A comprehensive design and image of the “cycling city” should be made and corporative identity of
the cycling should be applied to the infrastructure (bike paths, cyclist counters, signs) and
superstructure (maps, posters, leaflets, spots etc.)
Vulnerable groups
Support to cycling of vulnerable groups (children, elderly) should be upgraded and financed on
regularly basis:
–trainings for gaining competencies to cycle and
–for safe cycling in the city
–cycle to elderly centre or cycle to school workshops
–senior citizens cycling club

3.2 Barriers
Please enter information on the challenges of executing the activity and the barriers that have actually occurred
and that have negatively influenced the implementation of the measure. How were the barriers overcome?

Currently the modal share for cycling in Northern Ireland is very low around 1%, however cycling is
starting to increase significantly in Belfast. The lack of high quality segregated infrastructure is a
major barrier to cycling in Belfast.
The Belfast Bikes scheme has led to the significant increase in cycling in Belfast but also to an
increase in cycling on pavements. Users of the scheme are not confident to cycle on the road among
the traffic. There is also a lack of awareness by drivers in relation to safely sharing the road space
with cyclist and allowing adequate space for overtaking. Driver behaviour is deterring cycling in the
city in particular for the novice cyclist.
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To improve confident of cyclist the council funded a local NGO to offer free on road cycling training
to adults for two months. The program successfully delivered 130 cycle training sessions to adults
and young people in Belfast, with 142 individuals benefitting from the project through completing
237 individual training activities.
Overall, the training proved to be successful with results showing:


98% of respondents felt the training had met their expectations



All of the respondents agreed the training had given them the confidence to cycle on the
streets of Belfast

3.3 Risk assessment
Please explain the actual state of the risks within your measure. In addition, please (1) explain the changes by
describing them in the bullet points section below and (2) describe the activities that have been (will be)
undertaken in order to manage and reduce the risks.

Risks
Increase in
accidents

Measure

Action

cycling Cycling training programme Work with DRD to secure resources
and
communication for cycling training and to improve the
programme
cycling infrastructure in the city

Negative
press Continue cycling training Work with DRD to improve the cycling
associated with the programme
and infrastructure in the city
scheme
and
an communication programme
increase in cycling on
the pavements
Theft and Vandalism

Awareness
raising
and Work with PSNI and local community
communication with local reps
community representatives
Bike Marking

Over demand of the Seek extra resources for Secure private sector involvement
bike share scheme
scheme expansion
Failure to improve Work with DRD to improve Work with elected members to
cycle infrastructure in the cycling infrastructure in champion cycling in budget allocation
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the city
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Additional information
Belfast Metropolitan College student promotion

Spring Fair- Two day event at Belfast City Hall

St George’s Market June 2015
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Workplace promotions
Allstate Belfast

May 2015

Belfast Harbour June 2015

Scheme launch at Belfast City Hall 26th & 27th April 2015
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Slow Bike Race- St Anne’s Square Belfast 17th June 2015
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Billboard and leaflet promotion – July 2015
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